
 Good People, Who Care  

  

Trinidad is the premier Minority-Owned General Contractor and Facility Maintenance Contractor in the Midwest; Specializing in Complex Projects within

Occupied Facilities! 

  

Many companies can build and renovate buildings, but the customer experience and service provided by Trinidad are what make the company unique – a true service

business. Trinidad Construction is a Minority Owned, Full-Service General Contracting and Facilities Maintenance Firm, based in the Chicago, IL area. Trinidad’s speciality

is executing complex projects within occupied facilities. The company has completed thousands of commercial and industrial renovation and build-out projects in

occupied facilities in 13 midwestern states. Trinidad also provides ground-up construction of new buildings, including a $22 Million Building nearing completion in

northern Illinois. Within a 150-mile radius of Chicago, Trinidad provides Emergency Service and Building Maintenance with a team of union carpenters, laborers and

cement masons for our corporate clients. Trinidad’s client base currently includes 11 Fortune 200 Companies, and 10 additional members of the Fortune 500.  
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Brian Ortiz founded Trinidad Construction, a Certified Minority-Owned Business in 2010, with the belief that if he surrounded himself with great people, he could be

great.  This has been the key to Trinidad’s Growth and Success – Good People, Who Care!  Trinidad’s focus is to develop a deep understanding of our client’s expectations

and needs, and to help make their lives easier by being their eyes and ears in the field, and placing an emphasis on safety, communication, and high-level execution. 

Brian’s entrepreneurial spirit comes from his family, which immigrated from Mexico to start a small piping repair shop in Chicago.  As the business has grown, Brian

believes that Trinidad’s purpose is to provide a successful company that can change people’s lives, both inside and outside of the company.  Trinidad’s specific mission

to “change the face” of the construction industry by helping to inform and provide opportunities to young, inner-city minorities, about the opportunities that exist for

them in the construction industry.      

Brian Ortiz 
Founder/President 

- Mark Garzon, VP, PDS Americas - Sourcing & Procurement Lead 

 "During the social unrest of Spring and Summer of 2020, one of our top tier  

JLL Financial Services Work Dynamics Accounts experienced massive vandalism that knocked out over 40 retail banking

locations. Trinidad Construction at the time, was recently on boarded as a preferred account supplier and within one week

set to work on 40+ projects to re-operationalize each location. Their partnership was laser focused to our end goals and

included regular and comprehensive communications on project progress and overall status to completion.  

Their leadership and execution teams were a pleasure to work with and based on their work, 

 they’ve been an integral GC partner to the account, now working on premier retail programs across the Midwest.  It’s a

partnership that I would recommend without hesitation!"
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Key Contacts

Visit Trinidad’s website to learn more:  www.trinidadllc.com

Brian Ortiz   

Founder/President  

bortiz@trinidadllc.com  

+1 815 922 1885

Samantha Sargeant 

Client Relations Manager  

ssargeant@trinidadllc.com  

+1 773 429 4600
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Website by JLL
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